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Perhaps closer to 6 p.m. the sculpture had retained some semblance of nobility, but two hours later — after a mob of 
Tecate-swilling artist-manqués had put their grubby hands all over it — things were decidedly less pretty. The occasion 
was a small solo show by Urs Fischer at the L.E.S. gallery JTT, a departure for the Gagosian-represented artist who has 
previously shown a fondness for oddball downtown one-offs. JTT’s space was occupied by a single work, a plasticine 
recreation of Aristide Malliol’s circa 1943 sculpture “La Rivière,” a version of which resides at the Museum of Modern 
Art in New York. The schtick for Fischer’s “Ursula” exhibition, however, is that opening-night visitors (and anyone else 
wandering into the gallery through June 5) are encouraged to modify the work: breaking off chunks of clay-like material, 
augmenting the figure’s anatomy, or gouging graffiti into the bruisable surface with any manner of D.I.Y. implement.

Urs Fischer Wants You To Touch Him on 
The Lower East Side



People got into the spirit of the thing, though the proceedings were somewhat more staid than expected. (No one, for in-
stance, attempted to wrestle the poor lady’s head off, after which they might have sprinted down Suffolk Street with it like 
an exceedingly lumpy football, passing, in their flight, past a new and decidedly creepy mural of the Koch brothers; the 
art world doesn’t have the same sense of danger it once did.) One guest had sculpted what appeared to be a pair plas-
ticine snails, lazily copulating on the figure’s side flank. A crumpled Tecate can provided a dose of color against all that 
grey neutrality. Everywhere a sort of happy violence prevailed — and yes, the deeper implications of all of this are not 
entirely pleasant, but are not something I’m about to get into during the course of a short blog post with an unabashedly 
click-baiting title. The female form gained a weighty phallus, a unicorn horn, facial whiskers; it turns out that a hands-on 
version of high art possesses roughly the same erudition as a sex-obsessed middle-schooler’s fervent, bored doodlings.

—Scott Indrisek


